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Dear NM Dept of Forestry,
Prescribed burns will only make our air quality worse and only contribute to worsening pollution and global
warming emissions. We are on the cusp of losing the Arctic due to global warming related to anthropogenic
emissions. Our world cannot take any more fires. It is already on fire and in pain.
Instead Use Goats for Fire Prevention, No Kidding!
How to manage and prevent fires with goats, no kidding this is a thing! Dr. John Liu, just Google this guy, was
recently recommending this in one of his lectures at Restoration Camps. It is inspired by indigenous collaborations
as well. Goats need to be treated kindly and so does the Earth of course so this is an excellent combination.
Tip: Did you know goats are browsers, not grazers. This means they don't destroy the land and all the other
vegetation in the area, they just take what they need and leave the area clean.
For more on this from the experts read this short article (linked below). The University of Colorado and others are
advocating these measures along with programs that include indigenous solutions (indigenuity) is needed. Chief
Oren Lyons is telling the people, it is time to prepare for the worst if we don't stop burning the planet and abusing
all life the way we are.
Please wake up!
Thanks and be sure to share this with the public comments on prescribed burning for the legislature. I have to work
or I would be there. So I am emailing my public comment instead.
https://civileats.com/2021/07/08/connecting-ranchers-with-land-stewards-could-be-key-to-less-disastrouswildfires/?fbclid=IwAR3gPMFO_unYJtIFKitnePPEUbEyqoZmPyWZua2AvemWdUI0VAMTGnelCqk
Kind Regards,
Shine Alight

